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Effect of a finite-energy spread of the positron beam on the threshold behavior
of the positron annihilation cross section
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In a recent paper@Phys. Rev. Lett.88, 163202~2002!# we established the threshold behavior of the cross
section of positron-atom annihilation into twog quanta near the positronium~Ps!-formation threshold. Here,
the near-threshold behavior of the positron 3g annihilation cross section and its relation to the ortho-Ps-
formation cross section are determined. We also analyze the feasibility of observing these effects by examining
the effect of the finite-energy resolution of a positron beam on the threshold behavior.
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Threshold phenomena and threshold laws occupy a
cial place in atomic, nuclear, and particle physics. In gene
they provide an analytical description of cross sections i
near-threshold energy range in many problems@1# which can
otherwise only be treated numerically.

In a previous paper@2#, we examined the behavior of th
two-photon positron annihilation rate near the positroni
~Ps! formation threshold in positron-atom collisions. Th
threshold energy is equal to the ionization potentialI less
than the ground-state Ps binding energyuE1su56.8 eV,« thr

5I 2uE1su. It was found that as the positron energy« ap-
proaches the Ps-formation threshold, the annihilation cr
section exhibits a characteristic growths2g}(« thr2«)21/2.
This increase is related to the contribution of virtual pa
positronium (p-Ps! to the two-photon annihilation. When th
finite lifetime of p-Ps was taken into account the nea
threshold onset two-photon annihilation cross section w
found to be equal to thep-Ps formation cross section.

In this paper we investigate the feasibility of experimen
verification of these predictions. Such measurements h
become possible due to a recent development of a cold
itron beam tunable over a wide energy range@3#. This tool
has already provided new data on positron scattering f
atoms and molecules@4# and unique information on the rol
of vibrations in positron-molecule annihilation@5#. However,
if this threshold behavior is to be detected experimenta
then the finite-energy width of the positron bea
(;20 meV) must be taken into account. This energy spr
makes the threshold behavior difficult to detect. At«,« thr ,
the high-energy ‘‘tail’’ of the positron-energy distributio
will overlap the Ps-formation threshold, thus causing the
nihilation signal to be swamped by annihilation of ‘‘real’’ P

Annihilation into twog quanta takes place when the tot
spin of the electron-positron pair is zero,S50. In the oppo-
site case,S51, the pair annihilates into threeg quanta@6#.
In positron-atom collisions with unpolarized particles t
rate of 3g annihilation is about 400 times smaller than th
of 2g annihilation @7#, and it is usually neglected at«
,« thr . However, at higher energies Ps formation follow
by its eventual annihilation becomes the dominant annih
tion mechanism. When Ps is formed in positron-atom co
sions, the spins of the positron and electron combine sta
tically, which means that the probability of formingp-Ps
(S50) is 1

4 , and that of orthopositronium (o-Ps,S51) is 3
4 .
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As a result, above the Ps-formation threshold 3g annihilation
takes over the 2g annihilation. Therefore, to account for th
effect of the tail of the positron-energy distribution we fir
need to examine the threshold behavior of the 3g annihila-
tion cross section.

Both the two- and three-photon annihilation cross secti
are proportional to the density of the positron at each of
target electrons@6#,

Zeff5E (
i 51

N

d~r i2r !uC~r1 , . . . ,rN ,r !u2dr1 . . . drNdr ,

~1!

where C(r1 , . . . ,rN ,r ) is the full (N11)-particle wave
function of theN electron coordinatesr i and positron coor-
dinater . The wave function is normalized to a positron pla
wave at large distances,

C~r1 , . . . ,rN ,r !.F0~r1 , . . . ,rN!eik•r,

whereF0(r1 , . . . ,rN) is the target ground-state wave fun
tion, andk is the incident positron wave number. In this ca
Zeff is a dimensionless quantity called the effective num
of electrons@8#.

In terms ofZeff , the two-photon and three-photon annih
lation cross sections for positrons on a multielectronic tar
are ~cf. @7#!

s2g5pr 0
2~c/v !Zeff , ~2!

s3g5@4~p229!/3#ar 0
2~c/v !Zeff , ~3!

where a5e2/\c'1/137, r 05e2/mc2 is the classical elec-
tron radius, andv is the positron velocity. In what follows we
use atomic units (\5m5ueu51), so that, e.g.,v5k.

Equation ~1! does not contain the spin variables of th
particles explicitly, since we assume that the directions of
electron and positron spins in the annihilating pair are r
dom. Alternatively, one needs to insert a projection opera
for the total spin of an electron-positron pair,PS5 1

2

2(21)S( 1
4 1si•s) @9#, wheresi and s are the electron- and

positron-spin operators, into Eq.~1!. This procedure will
yield the effective number of electron-positron pairs with
given total spinZeff

(S) . It must then be used in Eq.~2! for S
50, or Eq.~3! for S51, with additional factors of 4 and 4/3
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 064704 ~2002!
inserted on the right-hand side, respectively. Of course,
eraging over the spin of the incident positron yields^PS&
5 1

2 2(21)S1
4 , followed by Zeff

(0)5Zeff/4 and Zeff
(1)53Zeff/4,

thereby recovering the original formulas~1!–~3!.
The derivation of a threshold law for the three-phot

annihilation is similar to that of the two-photon annihilatio
@2#. However, in this paper we present an alternative der
tion which makes full use of the coordinate form of the wa
function near the Ps-formation threshold. When the posit
is outside the target, it is given by

C~r1 , . . . ,rN ,r !.F0~r1 , . . . ,rN!S eik•r1 f
eikr

r D
1ÂF i~r1 , . . . ,rN! f Ps

eiKR

R
w1s~r!,

~4!

where the second term corresponds to the outgoing
formed by the positron and one of the electrons. Here,F i is
the wave function of the target ion left after the removal
the i th electron,Â is the electron antisymmetrization oper
tor, f and f Ps are the elastic scattering and Ps-formation a
plitudes, respectively. In the Ps term,R5(r i1r )/2 is the Ps
center of mass,r5r i2r is the internal Ps coordinate
w1s(r)5(8p)21/2exp(22r) is the Ps ground state wav
function.

In Eq. ~4!, K is the Ps momentum given by energy co
servation,

«2I 5K2/2M1E1s , ~5!

asK5A2M («2« thr), whereM52 a.u. is the Ps mass. Be
low threshold,«,« thr , the Ps momentum is imaginary,K
5 i uKu5 i2A« thr2«, and the corresponding term in the wa
function ~4! decays exponentially. Close to threshold wh
uKu is small, the exponente2uKuR extends over a large rang
of distancesR;uKu21@1. The contribution of the Ps
formation term becomes dominant inZeff ,

Zeff.E d~r!u f Psu2e22uKuRR22uw1s~r!u2dRdr. ~6!

In accord with the general threshold law theory@9#, the Ps
formation at threshold is dominated by the Pss wave, and
the amplitudef Ps remains finite and does not depend on t
Ps angle of emission. After an elementary integration o
obtains,

Zeff.
u f Psu2

8A« thr2«
, ~7!

which means that boths2g ands3g display a characteristic
(« thr2«)21/2 increase towards the threshold@2#.

However, Eq.~7! makes an unphysical prediction that th
annihilation cross sections are infinite in the limit«→« thr . It
is also clear that the above approach cannot be applie
calculate the annihilation rate above the Ps-formation thre
old, where real Ps formation is the dominant annihilati
06470
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mechanism. There the momentumK is real and the integra
analogous to that in Eq.~6! diverges as*dR.

Both defects are remedied when a finite lifetime of Ps
taken into account@2#. This lifetime is reciprocal to the en
ergy widthG of the Ps atom, which means that the Ps ene
acquires a small imaginary part

E1s→E1s2 iG/2. ~8!

The widths ofp-Ps ando-Ps are determined by the rates
2g and 3g annihilation of S50 and S51 states, respec
tively @6#,

Gp5
r 0

2c

2
, Go5

2~p229!

9p
ar 0

2c. ~9!

As a result, the Ps momentum now always has an imagin
part @10#,

K5A2M ~«2« thr1 iG/2![K81 iK 9, ~10!

where

K85AM ~AD«21G2/41D«!1/2, ~11!

K95AM ~AD«21G2/42D«!1/2, ~12!

D«5«2« thr , andG5Gp or Go must be used, depending o
whether we considerp-Ps oro-Ps. The real and imaginar
parts ofK are related through

K8K95MG/2, ~13!

and sinceK8(D«)5K9(2D«), one also hasK8(D«)K8
(2D«)5MG/2, and a similar relation forK9.

Over a narrow energy rangeuD«u;G the real and imagi-
nary parts ofK are comparable. This range corresponds
the uncertainty in the position of the threshold introduced
the finite Ps lifetime. Beyond that (uD«u@G) the real part of
K dominates above threshold, while below threshold,K is
almost purely imaginary.

Due to a positiveK9, the Ps part of the wave function~4!
decreases with distance as exp(2K9R). Below threshold this
drop is a consequence of the Ps being virtual, while ab
threshold the loss of the positron flux is due to annihilati
of Ps. Indeed, the Ps density is proportional to exp(22K9R)
5exp(2GR/V), whereV5K8/M above threshold is the P
velocity, andR/V is the time it takes the Ps to reachR. Most
importantly, this behavior ensures that the Ps contribution
the integral~1! is now always finite,

Zeff.E d~r!u f Psu2e22K9RR22uw1s~r!u2dRdr ~14!

5
1

16pK9
E u f Psu2dV, ~15!

the last integral being over the Ps angles of emission. C
to threshold where the Ps is mostly in thes wave,
* u f Psu2dV.4pu f Psu2.
4-2
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Using Eqs.~2!, ~3!, ~12!, and~14! we immediately obtain
expressions for the annihilation cross sections which
valid throughout the near-threshold region,

s2g.
pr 0

2cu f Psu2

8kF1

2
~AD«21Gp

2/42D«!G1/2, ~16!

s3g.
~p229!r 0

2cau f Psu2

6kF1

2
~AD«21Go

2/42D«!G1/2. ~17!

The first of these is identical to Eq.~21! of Ref. @2#, except
we used a different amplitude,APs52p f Ps. At energies be-
low threshold and outside the narrow positron-energy-wi
range,uD«u@G ~whose size is different for 2g and 3g anni-
hilation! one has

s2g.
pGpu f Psu2

4kA« thr2«
, ~18!

s3g.
3pGou f Psu2

4kA« thr2«
, ~19!

with a characteristic (« thr2«)21/2 rise towards threshold.
Above threshold atuD«u@G, Eqs.~16! and ~17! become

s2g.~p/k!A«2« thru f Psu2, ~20!

s3g.~3p/k!A«2« thru f Psu2. ~21!

These cross sections are equal to1
4 and 3

4 of the total Ps-
formation cross section,

sPs5
K

MkE u f Psu2dV, ~22!

which follows from wave function~4!, given the fact that
f Ps5const near the threshold. Therefore, Eqs.~20! and ~21!
represent the cross sections for the formation ofp-Ps and
o-Ps, which subsequently decay into 2g and 3g, respec-
tively. This means that because of the finite Ps lifetime, th
is no real distinction between positron-atom annihilation n
threshold and Ps formation. From this point of view t
equations derived are the particular cases of the problem
threshold law for creation of an unstable particle conside
in Ref. @11#.

Of course, positrons can also annihilate with one of
electrons while they are at the target. This is the main an
hilation mechanism when the positron energy is far bel
the threshold. Unlike the Ps contributions considered abo
annihilation at the target remains constant as the posi
energy approaches the threshold, and its relative role
comes very small above threshold where Ps formation is
main annihilation mechanism.

It is clear that below threshold as well as atD«50, the
2g annihilation cross section is much greater thans3g ,
06470
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whereas above the threshold the probability of 3g annihila-
tion is three times that of 2g. This behavior is illustrated in
Fig. 1.

In order to detect the threshold behavior of the annih
tion cross section experimentally it is important to consid
how the energy distribution of the positron beam will affe
the threshold behavior. The true energy distribution of
positron beam is not very well known@12#. In this work we
approximate it by a Gaussian distribution of the form,

f e~«!5
e2(«2e)2/2d2

A2pd2
, ~23!

wheree is the center of the distribution andd is the energy
width parameter related to the full width at half maximum
dFWHM52dA2 ln 2.

To derive the positron annihilation signal, Eqs.~16! and
~17! must now be averaged over the distribution,

s̄~e!5E s~«! f e~«!d«. ~24!

By neglecting the 3g cross section below threshold, Eq.~21!
which describeso-Ps formation can then be convolved wi
the Gaussian to give,

s̄3g.
3pAdu f Psu2

2A2k
expF2

~e2« thr!
2

4d2 GD23/2S 2
e2« thr

d D ,

~25!

whereD23/2 is the parabolic cylinder function@13#. For the
2g cross section, Eq.~16! must be convolved with the
Gaussian numerically.

Apart from the constant contribution of the annihilation
the target, the annihilation signal near the Ps-format
threshold is proportional to the squared Ps-formation am
tude. To put our results on an absolute scale we shall us
estimate of the Ps-formation amplitude for Xe,u f Psu
51.78 a.u., inferred from many-body theory calculatio
@14#. This value is compatible with the result of couple
static calculations of Ps formation for Xe@15#. Among the

FIG. 1. Two-photon and three-photon annihilation cross s
tions. The solid curve representss2g of Eq. ~16!, and the chain
curve iss3g of ~17!. The cross sections are calculated usingu f Psu
51.78, an estimate of the Ps formation amplitude for Xe.
4-3
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A66, 064704 ~2002!
noble gases Xe has the largest Ps-formation cross se
~see, e.g., Ref.@16#!, and itss-wave Ps-formation amplitude
is an order of magnitude greater than that for hydrog
@2,17#.

The results obtained by addings̄3g from Eq. ~25! to s̄2g
calculated numerically from Eqs.~16!, ~23!, and ~24!, are
shown in Fig. 2. The results are given in terms of the qu
tity Zeff , as used in experiments, via the relationZeff

5sa/@pr 0
2(c/v)#, wheresa5s̄2g1s̄3g is the annihilation

cross section.
The cross sections in Fig. 2 correspond todFWHM520,

59, and 139 meV. Presently, positron beams with an ene
resolution of about 20 meV are available. As is clear fro
the figure, a major increase in beam resolution will

FIG. 2. TotalZeff for Xe as the energy spread of the beam
varied. The solid line is for a monoenergetic beam, the dashed
is 20-meV FWHM, the chain line is 59-meV FWHM, and the do
ted line is 139-meV FWHM.
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needed in order to see the near-threshold enhancement
dicted by Eq.~18!. However, if the energy distribution of th
beam is accurately known it may be possible to measure
near-threshold annihilation in order to extract the value
u f Psu. Alternatively, one may use the known shape of t
annihilation cross section near threshold, Eqs.~16! and~17!,
to analyze the positron energy distribution in the beam.

In conclusion, the behavior of the 3g annihilation cross
section has been determined near the Ps-formation thres
It is equal to theo-Ps-formation cross section in the thres
old region. Using these results together with previous res
obtained for the 2g annihilation cross section we have mo
eled the effect of a finite energy width on threshold behav
We have found that detecting the threshold behavior of
positron annihilation cross section experimentally will
very challenging.

The method we used to derive the annihilation cross s
tion is based on the standard expression for the annihila
parameterZeff , Eq. ~1!. It is applicable at all positron ener
gies including those above threshold, where annihilation
dominated by positronium formation. This also allows one
calculate the annihilation cross section precisely for targ
with I ,6.8 eV, where Ps formation is open at all energie

Note added in proof. We would like to thank I. Shima-
mura for pointing out to us that theo-Ps formation threshold
lies 0.84 meV above that ofp-Ps ~see, e.g.,@6#!. We have
neglected this small effect in the present study.

We would like to thank C. M. Surko for useful discus
sions, and H. R. J. Walters and M. T. McAlinden for provi
ing their Ps-formation data. The work of J.L. has been s
ported by DEL.
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